Fantastic Drawings on the Show Room Floor!

Ameri-Can Engineering and NuConcepts will be giving away a new Petite Suite portable restroom trailer to one lucky PSAI member!

To thank our loyal members for being a part of the organization and to encourage new members to join us, PSAI members Ameri-Can Engineering and NuConcepts have teamed up with a once-in-a-lifetime donation. These companies recently collaborated to develop the new Petite Suite portable restroom trailer.

**ONLY PSAI members are eligible to enter a drawing to win this beautiful, brand new trailer valued at $18,995!**

**Visit Ameri-Can Engineering at Booth 126 and T5 or NuConcepts at Booth 125 and T8 to register for the drawing.**

Check out the rules at [www.ameri-can.com/contest/winme.html](http://www.ameri-can.com/contest/winme.html). PSAI members only are eligible to enter the drawing - membership will be verified before the prize is awarded. One entry per company. The drawing will be held on Saturday, March 28 at the close of the PSAI Convention and Trade Show in Nashville, Tennessee. You do not need to be present to win.

---

**Grand Prize Drawing on the Show Room Floor:**

Win a Trip to the 2016 PSAI Convention and Trade Show!

1. Operators that register for the show by March 18 are automatically entered one time for the Grand Prize.
2. EACH bid on a silent auction item offered at a supplier booth will receive an additional entry.
3. Get extra entries by visiting booths and talking with exhibitors. Each booth will have a limited number of entries to award each day!

Full rules will be available at the PSAI Booth 114. The Grand Prize drawing will be on Saturday, March 28. You do not need to be present to win.
2015 Trade Show Silent Auction Items

Silent Auction – How To Participate
Visit each supplier's booth at this year's trade show in Nashville and bid on some amazing items you can take home or have shipped to your door. If you win, you can pay by cash or credit card. Proceeds from the auction will help support PSAI's programs. Thank you to all the suppliers participating this year!

The iPad mini 3 comes with Touch ID technology using nature's most perfect password: your fingerprint. Don't let its size fool you. The iPad mini 3 is powered by an A7 chip with a 64-bit desktop-class architecture. A7 delivers amazing processing power without sacrificing battery life. This is a device you can take with you wherever you go to shoot video and photos, stay connected via wi-fi to download content, stream video, browse the web, and share documents with AirDrop at amazing speeds.

Visit Ameri-Can Engineering at Booths 126 and T5 to bid on this item.

The Bushell 8MP Trophy Cam HD Hybrid Trail Camera with Night Vision features true HD video resolution with audio record for stunning clarity and detail. Two windows of image capture capitalize on dusk and dawn movement – leading to brighter, sharper nighttime images. It automatically regulates sensitivity based on temperature. GPS Geotag automatically embeds each image with GPS coordinates for optimum tracking.

Visit CPACEX at Booth 166 to bid on this item.

Bid on this 10-pack of solar powered, motion activated J-Lights specifically designed for portable toilets. The J-Light is a dependable light source easily installed in the roof. Using an efficient nickel metal halide battery and recharged by a self contained solar panel, the J-Light illuminates the inside of portable toilets with five high intensity LEDs emitting 30 lumens of light.

Visit J & J Chemical Company at Booths 121, 122, 123 and 124 to bid on this item.

The Electri-Chef Flameless Electric Grill by Safire is a 115 volt / 20 amp electric grill with 224 square inches of cooking surface. It heats up to 600 degrees and provides precise temperature control with an automatic timer. Constructed of professional-grade components, it is designed for outdoor use and it's great for small patios.

Visit Lely Tank and Waste Solutions at Booths 171, T16 and T17 to bid on this item.
The options are endless: fishing, hunting, shooting, boating, camping, clothing, shoes/boots, gifts, and outdoor recreation! This $350 Bass Pro Shops gift card is up for silent auction bid at the People’s United Equipment Finance Corporation booth!

Visit People’s United Equipment Finance Corporation at Booth 130 to bid on this item.

There’s not one but TWO chances to bid and win a HandStand 2 Portable Sink. The industry’s leading “Sink on Wheels” makes a grand entrance wherever it rolls up. Loaded with extras that will impress even the most discriminating users, the HandStand 2 offers an extra large washbasin, soap and paper towel dispensers, and hands-free foot pump operation.

Visit PolyJohn and PolyJohn Canada at Booths 133, 134, 135 and 136 to bid on these two items.

The Bass Hunter EX is built for strength and agility. The 2-person hull design minimizes drag, increasing motor efficiency, and the rotational molded polyethylene construction produces a one piece, seamless boat with expedition level strength. Padded, fold-down seats and dry storage compartments complete the package, setting the stage for outdoor fun.

Length: 114 inches  Width: 48 inches  Weight: 135 pounds

Visit PolyPortables at Booths 115, 116, 117, 118, 119 and 120 to bid on this item.

This Satellite Maxim 3000 Deluxe Flush comes with a foot-operated tank flush and hand wash system for complete hands-free operation. As a restroom, the Maxim 3000 is aerodynamic, with rounded corners to create an attractive appearance. The Maxim 3000 is a blow-molded, double-walled restroom with smooth interior and exterior walls to strengthen the unit and dramatically reduce the cleaning time.

Visit Satellite Industries at Booths 158, 159, 160, 161, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194, T19, T21 and T24 to bid on this item.

Roeda Signs and ScreenTech Imaging is donating $300 worth of custom or stock decal purchases plus custom company vehicle magnets to the lucky winner of this auction item.

Visit Roeda Signs and ScreenTech Imaging at Booth 113 to bid on this item.
2015 Trade Show Silent Auction Items

This **RCA 42" LED HDTV 1080p 60Hz (model LED42C45RQ)** features a brilliant 1080p full HD picture for your viewing pleasure and is a PC Magazine Editors’ Choice award winner! Connect up to three HD devices via the provided HDMI ports on this RCA LED HDTV – then sit back and enjoy the show!

Visit Wells Cargo UltraLav at Booths 182 and T13 to bid on this item.

---

Bid on this **18”x18”x36” pol E vent toolbox by Imperial Industries.** It’s lightweight (only 32 lbs.), pressure washable, and roto molded for durability and strength. It has a built in sump for draining, and comes in a variety of colors.

Visit Imperial Industries at Booth 195 to bid on this item.

---

The **GoPro Hero 3+ Silver Edition Camera** is designed for recording a variety of adventure sports and it comes with a rugged housing that is waterproof down to a depth of 131’ (40m). The camera captures full HD 1920 x 1080p video at 60 fps, as well as 1280 x 720 at 120 fps. For still images, it supports up to 10MP photos with a burst rate of up to 10 fps. It’s ultra-mountable, wearable and versatile.

Visit Walex at Booth 137, 138, 139 and 140 to bid on this item.

---

**PlayStation 4 500GB Hardware Bundle.** Push the boundaries of play with PlayStation 4. Working with some of the most creative minds in the industry, Sony has developed a breathtaking gaming system that delivers unique gaming experiences. The DUALSHOCK 4 controller incorporates a new highly sensitive six-axis sensor, as well as a touch pad located on the top of the controller. The newly developed PlayStation Camera for PlayStation 4 incorporates two high-sensitive cameras that have wide-angle lenses with 85-degree diagonal angle views which can recognize the depth of space precisely.

Visit NuConcepts at Booths 125 and T8 to bid on this item.